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MAGDOLNA  BARÁTH,  BUDAPEST

Undermining and/or supporting: 
The attitude of Hungarian state and security organs 

towards the émigrés 

There were three great waves of Hungarian political emigration. It began 
in 1944-1945 when the end of the war pushed a lot of Hungarians west. 
The Government Decree about Deportation of 20th October, 1944 ordered 
civilians, offices, institutions, firms, and factories to take up residence in 
western countries. The majority of refugees in 1945 were mainly soldiers, 
police and gendarme-officers, politicians, and leading state officials. The 
Government, legislation and public administration moved west and a lot 
of politicians moved with them; not only those who sympathized with the 
extreme-right ideas but also those who were afraid of the reprisal and liti-
gation of the invaders and the new authorities.

The Hungarian military emigration represented a considerable amount. 
According to estimated data there were about 35,000 active military offic-
ers in Hungary in the last few years of the Horthy regime, of whom ap-
proximately 27,000-28,000 left Hungary for the west, mainly for Austria 
and West-Germany during the 1944-1945 events of World War II or after-
wards. Many of them left for South American countries and the majority for 
the USA in 1946-1947. About another 8,000 members of the gendarme also 
headed for the west.1 

As a considerable proportion of the Hungarians who emigrated to Ger-
many and Austria were soldiers, they soon joined forces and built up their 
own organizations. There were two rival associations inside the so-called 
Hungarian Military Emigration. One of these was the Movement for Hun-
garian Liberty, founded by Ferenc Farkas Kisbarnaki. There were both ci-
vilian and military members in this association. The other community was 
the Fraternal Society of Hungarian Soldiers led by András Zákó, which had 
only military members. The Fraternal Society of Hungarian Soldiers built 
its network both in Europe and overseas by the end of 1952 and it had 31 lo-
cal branches in 23 different countries. 

The former members of the extreme-rightist Hungarian Arrow-Cross 
Party settled down mainly in the French occupation zone of Austria. They 
formed small groups in 1945-1946, and then joined either the Fraternal So-

1 Állambiztonsági Szolgálatok Történeti Levéltára, Budapest [furthermore: ÁBTL]. 4. 1. 
A–2127/16. The document „Basic material for the book entitled ,The Aim of the US Gov-
ernment with Putting Immigrants to Military Use’” estimated the number of Hun garian 
military emigrants at 46,500.
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ciety of Hungarian Soldiers, or the Movement for Hungarian Liberty. The 
only group that preserved its organizational independence was the Hun-
garist Movement led by Árpád Henney.2

In 1946-1947 the first Hungarian émigrés who did not necessarily op-
pose the development that started in 1945 appeared in the west. They even 
sympathized with reforms and changes like the Agrarian Reform, the in-
troduction of the republican form of government, the abolition of ranks and 
privileges, etc. The refugees of 1946-1947 and those who left the country af-
ter that time were compelled to choose emigration because of the invasion 
and unlawfulness, which endangered their personal freedom. The process 
started when Prime Minister Ferenc Nagy left for the west after he resigned 
on 1st June, 1947. On 2nd June, Béla Varga, President of the National Assem-
bly, also left the country. In the weeks following the resignation of Ferenc 
Nagy the Hungarian Ambassadors of Washington, Bern, Paris, Ankara, 
Prague, Vienna, Brussels and Rome also fled their home country. Their ex-
ample was followed in the same year by Dezső Sulyok, former President 
of the Party of Liberty, Zoltán Pfeiffer, President of the Party of Independ-
ence, Károly Peyer, former Leader of the Social Democratic Party and Imre 
Kovács, former Secretary General of the National Peasants’ Party. Numer-
ous other diplomats, party officials and public writers also left the country.

The second wave of emigration, which started in 1947, was not as huge 
as the first one in 1945, but its influence and importance exceeded those 
of the first one. Their aim was to continue their political struggle they had 
started at home, so they started to build up the frames of political life in em-
igration and founded institutions that looked necessary for political action. 
The most important of these was the Hungarian National Council, whose 
foundation was declared on 15th November, 1947, and whose aim was «to 
represent the suppressed Hungarian nation in the world of freedom».

A common feature of those who emigrated in 1947-1948 was that they 
not only condemned the arrangements for a communist autocracy, but 
they also had an aversion towards the governing system before and during 
World War II. Thus unfriendliness and hostility characterized the behav-
iour between the group that emigrated in 1945 and those who left the coun-
try in 1947. Opposed to the people who emigrated in 1945, the 1947 émigrés 
left the country individually and not in groups and they were scattered all 
over Europe, or rather went further to the United States. 

The emigration of the so-called right-wing social democratic leaders and 
middle cadres started in 1947-1948. Émigre social democrats founded a cen-

2 About the organization of the Hungarian military emigration Antal Radnóczy: A magyar 
katonai emigráció története (1945-1990). In: Hadtörténelmi Közlemények 111 (1998) 728-
744.
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tre in London. In the early phase of emigration the émigrés broke into two 
groups which opposed each other until the end.

In 1956 the third great exodus began. Around two hundred thousand 
Hungarians left their country after the revolution in 1956. According to sta-
tistics around 181,000 Hungarian people arrived in Austria in 1956-1957. 
8,300 of them returned to Hungary and 62,000 Hungarians moved on to 
other countries. About 20,000 Hungarians fled to Yugoslavia with the aim 
of travelling westwards from there. Only 400-500 of them remained there, 
2,800 returned to Hungary the others emigrated to different western Euro-
pean countries or overseas.3 

On the whole, no earlier layer of émigrés was as mixed as those who left 
their country in 1956. These emigration wave was not only composed of 
people who had taken part in the revolution but also all of those who con-
sidered having no future in Hungary.4 Owing to this diversity the 1956 émi-
grés were considered as a possible source of replacement by all the politi-
cal trends and groups. The new émigrés had two alternatives: they either 
fit into the old frames of émigré organizations, or they created new ones.

In countries like France, Belgium, Canada, the USA, and certain South-
American countries lived a large number of economic emigrants who left 
the country during the time of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy or the 
Horthy regime. In those countries existed Hungarian organizations, associ-
ations, clubs and cultural centres which were considered to be progressive 
under the given circumstances. Hungary built up good connections with 
these through the embassies and the World Federation of Hungarians. The 
situation changed after the 1956 Hungarian émigrés turned up – in some 
places they grabbed leadership in these organizations, in other places they 
ceased their existence or they cut the official relationships with Hungary. 

The presence of the 1956 émigrés made significant changes in the atti-
tudes of the previous émigrés who were hostile to the Hungarian system. In 
the beginning there were efforts to create an ideological and organizational 
union of the Hungarian émigrés, but all these experiments proved to be fu-
tile and all the attempts to unite them led to further disunion. The Hungar-
ian National Council disintegrated once for all, and, as a replacement, the 

3 Owing to „Displaced Persons” law in 1948 and 1950 16,718 Hungarian DPs settled down 
in the United States, and other approximately 9,500 Hungarian immigrants joined them 
on account of the „Refugee Relief Act” in 1953. In accordance with Béla Várdy’s data, 60 
percent of the Hungarian political emigration consisted of those, who emigrated in 1945 
(Béla Várdy: Az 1956-os magyar forradalom és az amerikai magyar politikai emigráció. In: 
Valóság 50 (2007) 5, 85-101, here 87-88).

4 Julianna Puskás: Elvándorlások Magyarországról 1945 óta és a magyar diaszpóra néhány 
jellegzetessége az 1970-es években. In: Tanulmányok a magyar népi demokrácia negyven 
évéről. Hgg. János Molnár [u. a.]. Budapest 1985, 236-259.
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Hungarian Revolutionary Council5 was founded in Strasbourg in the be-
ginning of 1957 and later the National Representation of Free Hungarians6 
was set up in America. The conflicts between Anna Kéthly and the Belgian 
wing prevented the attempts of emigrated social democrats in organizing 
their party. There were unsuccessful efforts to gather the different student 
and youth groups in different countries into the Association of Hungari-
an Free Students. Conflicts and rivalry were increasing within the military 
type of organizations as well. 

Internal conflicts, dissonance and splits are not only special  Hungarian 
phenomena; they are symptoms that accompany emigration in general. 
The Hungarian state security organizations could make use of their special 
means and possibilities in breaking up the organizations of the émigrés.

Watching Hungarian émigrés in western countries had been one of the 
tasks of the Hungarian State Security from almost the very beginning. The 
State Security Organization became formally independent under the name 
of State Security Department of the Hungarian State Police in 1946 and its 
Subdivision II got the task of watching the émigrés. The first attempts to in-
filtrate into the organizations of the Hungarian émigrés in Austria were car-
ried out as early as that time. In 1948 the Intelligence Service became part of 
Department B of the State Security Authority of the Ministry of Home Af-
fairs, which had just been founded. Main Division VIII even had a special 
department for getting information about refugees. The Soviet Main Coun-
cillor, Colonel Filatov, who supervised the organization of the Main Divi-
sion, defined the main task of the Main Division of his Hungarian partner, 
Vladimir Farkas, as follows: «Our main duty is to carry out offensive state 
security activity abroad. We must infiltrate into hostile political, state and 
intelligence centres and Hungarian émigré organizations that take an ac-
tive part in the secret war against the People’s Republic of Hungary.»7

When the Hungarian State Security Authority became part of the Min-
istry of Home Affairs in summer 1953 the Intelligence Service remained an 
independent Main Division (Main Division II of the Ministry of Home Af-
fairs). In the No. 15 Order of Minister of Home Affairs, of 23rd October 1954, 
László Piros commanded about the operative network being spread beyond 
the borders of Hungary. It stated that agents had to infiltrate into emigrant 
organizations that were carrying out undermining work against Hungary 

5 The aim of the organization was to coordinate the democratic emigration and to create a 
governing organization to coordinate the new emigrants mainly those who were more 
left-wing than the old emigrants.

6 The Hungarian Revolutionary Council changed its name to The National Representation 
of Free Hungarians in May 1957. The President of the organization was Anna Kéthly, the 
Vice Presidents were József Kővágó, a former Small Holder’s Party member and Major of 
Budapest, and Béla Király.

7 Vladimir Farkas: Nincs mentség. Az ÁVH alezredese voltam. Budapest 1990, 291.
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so that they could find out about their plans and hostile activities in time to 
be able to prevent them from carrying out their actions.8

The 1956 revolution disorganized the Hungarian Intelligence Service 
and almost all the leading agents abroad were detected. After 1956 the State 
Security Organizations inside the Ministry of Home Affairs were re-organ-
ized under the name of Political Investigation Main Division II and it was 
Subdivision 3. which did intelligence service.

After the Ministry of Home Affairs was reorganized in 1962 it was the 
Intelligence Service Division III/I that among other tasks had to support 
loyal Hungarian émigré groups and to dissolve hostile émigré organiza-
tions. According to the 1972 regulations of Main Division III of the Min-
istry of Home Affairs one of the duties of Division III/I was to investigate 
hostile organizations of Hungarian émigrés. Department III/I-4 arranged 
intelligence service in the Vatican and different Zionist organizations and 
it was also their business to follow emigrated priests. Department III/I-7 
was responsible for demoralizing activities, active intelligence service and 
for watching émigrés. The Department «had to continue clearing up the 
plans and activities of reactionary émigré organizations and taking meas-
ures against these plans and taking steps to disorganize and demoralize re-
actionary emigration forces. Their deeds and ideas must support the activi-
ty of the organizations of loyal émigrés».9

Before 1956 Hungarian State Security Organizations regarded the or-
ganizations and members of military émigrés as one of their main ene-
mies. The majority of files dealing with military emigration were created 
between the end of the 1940s and the end of the 1950s. With the emerg-
ing of the democratic emigration they lost their significance partly because 
the support of extreme right wing leaders and organizations, which turned 
down all the changes after 1945, also diminished.

The Hungarian State Security Organizations considered preventing 
the formation of a well organized and unified hostile block as their main 
task. Their most important objective was to prevent a union between mem-
bers of the former state apparatus of the Horthy regime and the groups of 
émigrés who opposed fascism but also rejected the existing Hungarian re-
gime. Their way of demoralizing people was to discredit certain leaders 
of émigrés and to feed hostility. They searched for compromising data in 
the personal past of people and sent them through appropriate channels 

8 Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Országos Levéltára, Budapest [furthermore: MNL OL]. 
XIX–B–1–az, 90-2556/54.

9 Regulations of Division III/1 of the Ministry of Home Affairs. ÁBTL 4. 2. 67–121/1972; 
Magdolna Baráth: Támogatni vagy bomlasztani? Adalékok a magyar hivatalos szervek 
emigrációs politikájának változásához. In: Betekintő 2011/3. http://www.abtl.hu/html/
hu/iratok/forrasok/ugyrend_1.pdf (13. November 2013).
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to the members of the opposing party or the emigration media. One of the 
most successful actions was to get hold of the letters of Imre Kovács and 
István Pap, former members of Parliament of the National Peasants’ Par-
ty and Members of the Hungarian National Council. Their correspondence 
was made public through appropriate channels in 1951. Both émigrés left 
Hungary in 1947. Imre Kovács settled down in the USA and István Pap in 
Switzerland. Kovács, who was employed by the Free Europe Committee, 
did not only condemn some of the Hungarian émigré leaders in his letters, 
but also expressed his doubts concerning the righteousness of the meth-
ods the USA and most of all the Free Europe Committee used to demoral-
ize socialist countries. Kovács condemned the Committee for encouraging 
hostile groups within socialist countries to organize and carry out active 
resistance, sabotages, and violent actions. In December 1950 the State Secu-
rity Organization got hold of the correspondence between Imre Kovács and 
István Pap with the help of a lady friend of Pap’s. They sent copies of the 
letters to emigrant politicians and the editors of a few Hungarian emigrant 
papers. Owing to this action, Kovács had to inform the leaders of the Hun-
garian National Committee about his activity and to make an incompatibil-
ity motion against himself. The weekly paper, called ,Hungaria’, which was 
published in Munich, covered the events week by week. Afterwards the 
émigrés had strong reservations concerning both of them.10 Consequently, 
Kovács was dismissed from the Free Europe Committee.11

After 1948-1949, the year of change, which basically decided the further 
direction of development in Hungary, two different attitudes could be de-
tected within the majority of émigrés. On the one hand, they settled down 
in the country that gave them refuge, and, on the other hand, they strived 
to settle their relationships with their old country in some way or other. 
These steps necessarily contributed to the inner reorganization and disin-
tegration of the Hungarian emigration. Hungarian political leaders made 
use of this situation and they tried to separate the widest possible layers 
from émigré organizations they considered hostile and to first neutralize 
them so that they could be made loyal towards the ruling Hungarian re-
gime. On 4th April 1956 the Presidential Council declared amnesty for all 
those who left the country after World War II announcing that they could 
return home without any legal consequences before 4th April 1957. The so 

10 ÁBTL 4. 1. A–2127/17. Also mentioned by Gyula Borbándi: A magyar emigráció életrajza 
1945-1985. I. Budapest 1989, 317-318.

11 ÁBTL 4. 1. A–2127/11. In the beginning of September 1951 the Managing Vice President 
of the Free Europe Committee asked Kovács to visit him and they sacked him from the 
Committee because, knowing the contents of his letters, they came to the conclusion that 
«the concept of the Free Europe Committee concerning the liberation of people behind 
the Iron Curtain was different from that of Imre Kovács».
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called home lurking campaign grew stronger after the amnesty of 4th April. 
The Government wanted to weaken the emigration and at the same time 
they wanted to strengthen their own inner respect with this step. The pro-
gram on the Hungarian Radio, called „Our Fatherland” wanted to popu-
larize the positive features of the development in Hungary and moreover 
it wanted to convince its audience about how out of date the émigré views 
on politics were. 

They wanted to persuade a well-known Hungarian actor, Antal Páger, 
to return home on his own free will as they hoped it would help demor-
alize hostile Hungarian émigrés. Being afraid of the consequences of his 
activities serving Nazi-friendly and right-wing propaganda, in 1944 Páger 
first left for Austria then he moved to West-Germany and finally he set-
tled down in Argentina, where he assumed citizenship. In the beginning of 
1955 the Hungarian State Security got the information that he had cut his 
relationship to other Hungarian actors who had left the country because of 
their fascist attitudes and that he had several times declared how much he 
wished to return to Hungary. Knowing all this, in February 1955 the Hun-
garian State Security started to convince Páger to come home. The aim of 
this action was to disorganize Hungarian emigration. They wanted to make 
Páger appear in public in the theatre and in films, and planned to make him 
give a statement and write a book to expose the fascist Hungarian emigra-
tion and to prove «the decline and failure of western culture». Represent-
atives of the Hungarian State Security Organization met him and his wife 
several times in Buenos Aires and in July 1956 they finally agreed that he 
would come home. On August 30th 1956 Antal Páger finally returned home 
to Hungary and his family followed him in 1957.12 

The new wave of émigrés after the 1956 revolution created a new situa-
tion for the State Security Organizations as well. The importance of the old 
organizations of émigrés was decreasing and those who had some role in 
the revolution wanted to create new organizations that worked according 
to the ideals of 1956.

At the meeting of the Political Committee of the Central Committee of 
the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party on 2nd July 1957, the body set an im-
portant task for the State Security Organs: to infiltrate into the hostile or-
ganizations of émigrés. Lajos Czinege suggested infiltration into emigra-
tion centres referring to the fact that the émigrés were in close connection 
with their relatives and friends at home and «they can carry out demoraliz-
ing activity in their correspondence.»13 Yet, according to different sources, 

12 ÁBTL 4. 1. A–2117/11.
13 A Magyar Szocialista Munkáspárt Politikai Bizottságának jegyzőkönyvei, 1957. július 2. – december 

28. Eds. Magdolna Baráth, István Feitl. Budapest 2006, 81.
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the Hungarian State Security only followed the formation of the emigration 
after 1956 with delay. They opened object files for the most important gath-
erings (Association of Hungarian Freedom Fighters, International Associa-
tion of Free Hungarian Students, Association of Hungarian Writers Abroad, 
Imre Nagy Institute of Politics and Society) and they collected documents 
about the identified hostile people they considered most dangerous.14 

According to the State Security Organizations, émigré Social Democrats 
only meant insignificant danger before 1956, but their role became more im-
portant after the revolution. Émigré Social Democrats enhanced their activ-
ities against Hungary after the revolution and in October 1957 they found-
ed an organization called Hungarian Social Democratic Party in Exile.15 
The organization had leaders in different western countries but the only or-
ganization that worked in practice was the one in London. They kept the 
so-called hungarian case on the agenda thus displaying active hostile activi-
ties against Hungary in different international forums. Home Office Subdi-
vision II/3-B opened an object file for the Hungarian Social Democrat émi-
grés in England to help Intelligence Service work. 

Two agents of the Hungarian State Security Organizations managed 
to create a third group beside the two opposing groups within the Social 
Democratic Emigration before the revolution. This group was supported by 
the Belgian Socialist Party.

In the beginning they acquired secret information and documents about 
the activity and the plans of the Social Democratic emigration through the 
agency. Later they published a paper called ,Socialist Review’ with the help 
of this group. Their aim was to expose and demoralize the fascist Hungar-
ian emigration. After the revolution they used the paper for exposing and 
demoralizing the wing of the Social Democratic Emigration led by Anna 
Kéthly. This activity was not successful as the Hungarian Social Democratic 
Party in the Exile took great efforts to isolate the group created by the State 
Security Organizations. This resulted in the Belgian Socialist Party with-
drawing their financial support for publishing the ,Socialist Review’ and 
the Belgian Police made it impossible for the group to continue their work.16 

Channeling agents proved to be more successful. The agent under the 
cover name Sági was sent to Austria in 1957 where he built up good rela-
tionship with not only the Social Democratic émigrés but also with Austri-

14 About the watching of Hungarian emigration after 1956 János Rainer M.: Kémeink az Ox-
ford Streeten. Esettanulmányok a magyar hírszerzés történetéből. In: Évkönyv 9 (2001). 
Eds. Zsuzsanna Kőrösi [a. a.]. Budapest 2001, 69-86.

15 The organization was founded in Bonn at the Party Congress held on 19th-20th October, 
1957. The leaders were also elected: Anna Kéthly became President, Imre Szélig Main Sec-
retary and Olivér Benjámin Deputy Main Secretary.

16 ÁBTL 4. 1. A–2127/11.
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an politicians; so it was not only the activities and plans of the Social Dem-
ocratic emigration but the Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreichs as well, 
that he could get precious information about. Another agent, under the cov-
er name Szepesi, worked for counter-intelligence. In accordance with some 
elaborate plans he was sent to the World Exhibition in Brussels, where he 
could get in touch with Anna Kéthly and other émigré leaders. He could 
get information about conflicts inside the Social Democratic emigration and 
about the Social Democratic tactical policy of keeping the hungarian case on 
the agenda.17

Wanting to demoralize the Social Democratic Emigration they organ-
ized a pamphlet campaign to compromise Anna Kéthly. Kéthly was in the 
focus of the attention in the west, too, not only because of her political past, 
but because of having been a member of Imre Nagy Government. Hence, 
she had the highest rank among 1956 political émigrés. The illegally spread 
pamphlets were meant to make people believe the flyers were prepared by 
Social Democrats – individuals and groups – who opposed Anna Kéthly. In 
this way they managed to create some disturbance. Yet, Hungarian Home 
Office officials thought that it was not wise to start a front attack against 
emigrant Social Democrats as they represented the left-wing within the 
emigration so their presence was a sort of inside buffer. Instead, they de-
cided «to prepare and deal well-based and well-timed blows to certain ex-
tremist, imperialist-friendly leaders, like Anna Kéthly, who poison the po-
litical atmosphere with their activity at different international forums and 
organize attacks against Hungary and the other socialist countries». In ac-
cordance with these they proposed that some well-known Social Democrat 
leaders who had stayed in Hungary should be given better circumstances or 
a pension because they thought this might have a demoralizing effect both 
in Hungary and for people living in emigration.18 

After the 1956 revolution the fight against ideological diversion got into 
the foreground of the work of State Security Organizations. The Hungarian 
State Security started to deal with the literary-cultural line in the beginning 
of 1958. Up to that time these territories were almost completely unknown 
to them. The importance of this field was underlined by a proposal put for-
ward at the session of the Political Committee of the Hungarian Socialist 
Workers’ Party, on 29th July, 1958. The proposal stated that it was the new-
ly emigrated writers who had the deepest influence on the former émigrés. 
The editorial offices of ,Látóhatár’ in Munich, ,Irodalmi Újság’ and ,Nép-
szava’ in London «were the ideological forums that the important majority 

17 ÁBTL 4. 1. A–2127/13. See also Zsuzsanna Kádár B.: A   szociáldemokraták fürkészése itt-
hon és külföldön. In: Rubicon 13 (2002) 6-7, 47-50.

18 ÁBTL 4. 1. A–2127/13. A summary about the Hungarian emigration by Subdivision 5 of 
Division II/3 of the Ministry of Home Affairs, 18th April 1959. 
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of the old and new émigrés get their intellectual nourishment and political 
orientation from. These also influenced different attempts to organize».19

Political leaders decided that the main task of propaganda towards émi-
grés could be the disorganization of attempts at unified organizing. They 
wanted to accelerate this activity by multiple attacks against and disclo-
sures of the leaders of émigrés. Their aim was to separate the working mem-
bers of the old emigration and the 1956 émigrés, who started to become ra-
tional but still wanted to settle down abroad for good, from the leaders of 
the emigration and to compensate the influence of the emigration media.

The Political Committee made a decision that a committee must be set 
up with the representatives of the most important territories. This commit-
tee had to make a detailed plan of how to manage the emigration. The com-
mittee had to take into consideration that the majority of the émigrés who 
left Hungary after the 1956 Revolution were «honest people who have been 
deceived; so it is important to find the possibility of giving financial help 
for their home coming». At the same time they also had to consider what 
State measures had to be taken against «well-known counter revolutionary 
elements» (like depriving them from their Hungarian citizenship, or judg-
ments delivered by default).20 

The suggestions of the committee founded according to the above men-
tioned decree were discussed at the session of the Political Committee 
which took place on the 3rd February, 1959. The body found it important 
that they should take the differentiation within the emigrated groups into 
consideration while doing their propaganda work. Their main effort was to 
make the honest, accessible layers of émigrés suspicious towards the influ-
ential émigré politicians. They also wanted to make returning home easier 
for those who wanted to do so benevolently and to maintain good relation-
ships with those who wanted to settle down abroad for good. They decided 
to keep on demoralizing émigré organizations they considered reactionary 
and to continue increasing their conflicts not only by means of propaganda 
but also with the help of personal contacts.21

The Political Committee Decree of 18th October, 1960 about consular 
passports and permissions for relatives of émigrés to travel abroad was 
meant to demoralize the Hungarian émigrés and to carry over the majority. 
According to the decree, when judging the applications for passports and 

19 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/88: Suggestions to the Political Committee of the Central Commit-
tee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party on propaganda activity aiming at the Hun-
garian emigration.

20 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/88: Suggestions to the Political Committee of the Central Commit-
tee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party on propaganda activity aiming at the Hun-
garian emigration.

21 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/116: Suggestions on propaganda activity aiming at the Hungarian 
emigration. 
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visas, it was important not to refuse those ones who were loyal to Hunga-
ry, so that the loyalty of a greater majority of emigration groups could be 
secured. They wanted to publish an announcement at an appropriate time 
saying that anybody who had left the country without permission (includ-
ing those who left after the 1956 revolution) had to apply in writing to the 
Hungarian Embassies within two years if they wanted to keep their Hun-
garian citizenship. The applicants, if they had not committed any crime and 
had not behaved in any way that would have offend the interests of Hun-
gary, were to be put on a list and they were to be supplied with passports. 
These passports could be used for travelling to Hungary in order to visit rel-
atives within a year of application.22 

The effectuation of this decree and the one published on the basis of this 
by the Presidential Council started in April and May, 1961. According to the 
Hungarian People’s Democracy’s decree No. 3082/1961 concerning the sys-
tem of passports and visas, authorities deciding about visa-applications of 
émigrés had to take into consideration why and under what circumstanc-
es the applicant had left the country, if he was a member of any hostile em-
igrant group or organization and whether he had shown a favourable atti-
tude towards the Hungarian People’s Republic.23 

According to a report to the Political Committee in December 1961 the 
decree had hit the main target of emigration policy: «the isolation of reac-
tionary, counterrevolutionary groups and winning over or at least neutral-
izing the majority; which means that it has proved an able means for de-
moralizing the emigration».24

At its session on 6th June, 1961 the Political Committee extensively dealt 
with the situation of the Hungarian emigration. The number of old Hun-
garian emigrants, including the members of the second and third genera-
tions, was then above 1,200,000. There were about 160,000 émigrés who left 
the country in 1956-1957. More than half of the old emigrants (58 %) were 
living in the USA, and 65 % were living on the American continent. The 
members of the old emigration mainly adapted themselves to the social and 
economic life of the countries they had settled down in and by the begin-
ning of the 1960s this process had started among the 1956 émigrés as well. 

22 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/205. 
23 MNL OL XIX–A–83–b–3082–1961, 285. d.
24 ÁBTL 1. 11. 3. 1. d. The report of the Ministry of Home Affairs on 29th October 1964 pub-

lished detailed data about travelling to and from Hungary as a result of the decree con-
cerning the passport and visa system made on 18th October, 1960 by the Political Commit-
tee of the Central Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party. The document 
also reveals that the travelling restrictions concerning the relatives of those who illegally 
left Hungary after the revolution in 1956-1957. Passports applications of those, who want-
ed to visit relatives, who had left the country after the 1963 Act of Amnesty were still re-
jected. 
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The estimated number of émigrés who were members of loyal organiza-
tions was of 8,000-10,000 people. By 1961 the World Organization of Hun-
garians had a close relationship with these organizations and their press 
and they were also supported by the Hungarian Embassies.25

The number of different groups and organizations considered reaction-
ary was of over 400. The Hungarian Government was quite aware of the 
work of 189 reactionary organizations of Hungarian émigrés in the leading 
ten capitalist countries (USA 26, West Germany 42, Great Britain 17, France 
22, Austria 19, Belgium 20, Sweden 17, Switzerland 8, Italy 12 and Canada 
6). These organizations regularly published more than two hundred papers 
and periodicals in Hungarian. 

According to a report written for the top leaders of the Hungarian So-
cialist Workers’ Party the fact that some émigrés of importance returned 
home and they appeared in public disturbed the work of hostile organiza-
tions. The activity of Hungarian Home Office Organizations aiming to dis-
credit some of the leaders of the hostile organizations had also begun to 
take effect. Still, the report stated that the Intelligence and Counter-Intelli-
gence Services of the Ministry of Home Affairs did not make full use of the 
possibilities to demoralize hostile organizations and their activities regard-
ing the different layers of émigrés were not properly co-ordinated. 

They accepted a decree that the co-operation of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in planning and carrying out ac-
tions towards émigré organizations had to be improved and enhanced. The 
task of analyzing the activity of reactionary emigration and exposing it to 
the eyes of the western public was given to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
The possibility of issuing consular passports also aimed at the demoraliza-
tion of hostile émigré organizations. 

The Political Committee Decree ordered the Home Office to improve 
and increase their intelligence and counter-intelligence activities in order 
to carry out the following tasks:

a) They must infiltrate the main organizations and international summit 
organizations of hostile émigrés in order to get more accurate informa-
tion and to demoralize the above mentioned organizations;
b) They must compromise and isolate the leaders of hostile émigré or-
ganizations in order to decrease their influence upon different emigra-
tion circles;
c) They must detect plans of provocation against Hungary and the other 
socialist countries in order to take suitable measures against them;
d) They must detect and prevent activities of hostile intelligence services.

25 Pál Szűts: A Magyarok Világszövetségének tevékenysége és a magyar emigráció. In: Kül-
politika 12 (1985) 4, 178-192.
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The report entitled „Efforts of the Home Office to carry out the emi-
gration policy of the Hungarian People’s Republic” dating from 30th Sep-
tember, 1967 explained that the work of the Home Office in carrying out 
the Political Committee Decree of 6th June, 1961 was directed against the 
reactionary and actively hostile emigration and the imperialist forces be-
hind them. The report stated that after the decree had been accepted active 
political actions against the reactionary emigration were steadily gaining 
more and more importance. During such activities they managed to expose 
organizations that financed and directed the reactionary emigration and 
they succeeded in increasing inner conflicts within the emigration groups 
and in compromising and isolating outstanding hostile leaders. They man-
aged to influence the activity of organizations that took part in the Amer-
ican tactics of «relaxing controls» and to fend off and reveal the intrigues 
against Hungary on behalf of the emigration. They tried to make use of the 
possibilities owing to the «dialogue» to «counter-relaxing controls». They 
brought home a few émigré leaders and involved them in different activi-
ties which they thought to be a considerable achievement. They also man-
aged to take up useful though not always operative connections with visit-
ing émigrés.26 

The year 1963 was a turning point in the history of the Hungarian em-
igration. In parallel to the relaxation of the situation at home, keeping con-
tact with Hungarians abroad had become a part of the government’s poli-
cy. Although the Hungarian Government had already taken steps to make 
Hungarian refugees in Austria return home as early as 1957 these were 
only partially successful.27 At that time around 30,000 people returned to 
Hungary from different European countries. After 1963 the Kádár regime 
also made concessions in the judgment and handling of the emigration and 
some differentiation also started within the emigration.

The law-decree Number 4/1963 drawn by the Presidential Council want-
ed to support Hungarian citizens who left the country illegally to return 
to Hungary either for a visit or to settle down. Subject of the decree were 
those people who left the country between 4th April, 1945 and the date of 
the decree the 22nd March, 1963. They did not want to apply the decree for 

26 ÁBTL 1. 11. 3. 7. d.
27 The 10011/1956 Government Decree on 19th November, 1956 contained the decision that a 

Coming Home Office was to be set up in Vienna to help those wanting to return to Hun-
gary (MNL OL XIX–A–83–a 161. d.). The members of the Coming Home Committee ar-
rived in Vienna on 15th January, 1957. In his report of 24th January, 1957 Frigyes Puja, Am-
bassador in Vienna, wrote that helping the work of the Coming Home Committee, find-
ing the whereabouts of more prominent Hungarians and helping their return home was 
among the main tasks of the Embassy (Iratok Magyarország és Ausztria kapcsolatainak törté-
netéhez 1956-1964. Ed. Lajos Gecsényi. Budapest 2000, 49).
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the hostile emigration.28 According to the order of the Home Secretary (No. 
005, 21st March, 1963) which regulated the cases of those wishing to come 
home, the permission to return home had to be refused to those who were 
still exercising hostile activity against Hungary. The applications of émigré 
politicians and leaders who were in an exposed position were judged by the 
leader of Main Division III itself. The Minister of Home Affairs wanted to 
have hostile Hungarians living abroad compromised, detected and record-
ed. Division III/I was commissioned with the task; in this way they had to 
filter the people who «did not deserve» to come home and to refuse their 
applications.29

According to the above mentioned 1967 report, different organizations 
of the Home Office took an active part in spreading the news of the 1963 
amnesty decree abroad. They published a temporary paper by authority of 
a made-up émigré organization, in which they dealt with a lot of impor-
tant problems of the emigration. The articles and statements that were pub-
lished in ,Magyar Hírek’, the paper of the World Organization of Hungar-
ians, were taken over by the publication of Free Europe Committee. The 
latter made comments on these but this way they rendered a possible wid-
er publication. 

Home Office organizations got in touch with several émigré writers and 
journalists who came to Hungary and who were suitable and also willing 
to report on their experience in Hungary in a loyal tone after returning to 
their chosen countries. 

The 14th May, 1963 session of the Political Committee assessed the ef-
fectuation of the Party Decree of June 1961. They decided that the number 
of those émigrés who were loyal to or at least not hostile towards Hunga-
ry increased, and, meanwhile disorganization and inner conflicts in right-
wing emigration organizations continued. The organizations dealing with 
emigration policy managed to carry out activities to compromise certain 
émigré leaders and to deepen the conflicts between émigré political lead-
ers. Twelve well-known emigrated personalities were persuaded to return 
home out of their free will and to collaborate with the Hungarian organi-

28 ÁBTL 1. 11. 3. 7. d. 
29 The Ministry of Home Affairs report on 29th October, 1964 stated that there was a slight 

rise in the number of applications for a consular passport after the 1963 Act of Amnes-
ty, especially among those who illegally left the country in 1956. The number of peo-
ple applying for a consular passport valid for capitalist countries was 103 in 1960, 192 in 
1961, 513 in 1962 and 555 in 1963. This number rose to 942 between January and Septem-
ber 1964. The consular passport was accepted in most capitalist countries (England, Italy, 
France, Belgium, and Austria) in lieu of a valid Hungarian passport but in some countries 
(Switzerland, Sweden, the USA) the authorities harassed the holders in different ways 
and they even threatened that they would be deprived of their refugee rights if they used 
their consular passports to travel to Hungary (ÁBTL 1. 11. 3. 1. d.).
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zations. The fact that two editors of ,Látóhatár’, an emigrant periodical, re-
turned to Hungary, the journal got published in Hungary and even pub-
lished articles of Hungarian writers living abroad, with the consent of the 
authors, made an upheaval in the circle of the political leaders of the emi-
gration.30 

In parallel the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the World Organization 
of Hungarians started to create Hungarian associations in countries where 
there were no loyal Hungarian organizations and they supplied already ex-
isting Hungarian organizations with propaganda material. 

Those who prepared the report suggested that a committee should be 
set up to control political work among Hungarian émigrés living in west-
ern countries. The 3204/1963 Government Decree set up the Committee for 
dealing with the problem of Hungarians living abroad. The Minister of For-
eign Affairs was the leader of this committee and a representative of the 
Ministry of Home Affairs was also one of its members. According to the de-
cree the committee had to coordinate the political work among the Hungar-
ians who had emigrated to western countries. They were also responsible to 
help them join progressive organizations and make it easier for them to re-
turn home.31 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs strengthened control over the 
activity of diplomats concerning the emigration. In some of the embassies 
special diplomats were nominated to deal with the problem of emigration. 
In some cases diplomatic steps were taken to fight off attacks of the right-
wing emigration.

The report of the Home Office on 30th September, 1967 not only assessed 
the work that had been done up to then but they also defined the tasks for 
the future. They still considered it a very important task to obstruct en-
deavours for unification inside reactionary emigration especially setting up 
summit organizations. They were convinced that they had to be more effi-
cient in demoralizing hostile organizations and deepening inside conflicts, 
compromising outstanding leaders, disturbing extremist right-wing (fascist 
and military) organizations in their work, and preventing these organiza-
tions to get replacements from among the new generations. They invariable 
endeavoured to detect the illegal relationship between reactionary organi-
zations inside Hungary and reactionary emigrant organizations, and they 
wanted to decrease the influence and respect of the reactionary emigration 
in hostile circles within the country. 

Co-operating with Hungarian cultural and propaganda organizations 
they wanted to make use of the tourist industry, relationships with foreign 

30 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/300. See also Mihály Soós: Látóhatáron innen és túl. Beépülés és 
bomlasztás: mintha folyóiratból olvasták volna. In: Múlt-kor 2 (2011) Frühling, 81-83.

31 MNL OL XIX–A–83–b–3204/1963.
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experts and with some outstanding emigrated intellectuals to carry out 
«counter-relaxing controls» more purposefully.

It was considered necessary to help the growth and strengthening of 
the organizations of the loyal emigrants even by using all the special means 
the Home Office disposed of. They also wanted to create a hindrance so 
that the mainly politically passive emigrant layers could be organized into a 
hostile base. They still thought it was important to urge the ultimate home-
coming of famous or well educated people of Hungarian origin.

To enhance the efficiency of the work among the Hungarian emigration 
they considered stronger coordination of the work of Hungarian organiza-
tions that dealt with the emigration. They proposed the set up a permanent 
Secretariat beside the State Committee that would be dealing with Hungar-
ians living abroad. The task of this new Secretariat would have been to co-
ordinate and help the work concerning the emigration and to urge execut-
ing the decrees of the State Committee. 

The so called Emigration Policy had been an issue on the agenda for 
the Political Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Working Party sever-
al times even as late as 1988, although it had turned up less frequently. Af-
ter the Amnesty Decree of 1963 this body discussed the work in connection 
with the emigration at the session of 12th December, 1967. The report writ-
ten for the Political Committee gave a positive assessment of the execution 
of the previous decisions but it called attention to several imperfections in 
the practical work in emigration policy. They were really worried, among 
other things, because official western organizations deliberately made use 
of the increased relationships in their «relax controls» policy.32

Partly, this must have been the reason for the Minister of Home Affairs 
to issue orders on 25th September, 1967, which commanded that a register 
must be made of the names of people who must be refused a visa accord-
ing to the No. 24/1966 Government Decree. The reason for visa refusal was 
that these persons staying in Hungary «endanger state interests, public or-
der and public security». The order referred to both foreigners and to Hun-
garians living or illegally staying abroad who had never lost their Hungar-
ian citizenship.

The National Central Office for Controlling Foreigners was commis-
sioned with the task of setting up the register and taking any necessary 
steps. According to the Order the names of people to whom any of the fol-
lowing points were true had to be placed on the list:

32 These contained a lack of publishing emigration policies in Hungary and the one-sided-
ness of these policies; the insufficiency of the work of the State Committee, the bad co-
ordination of emigration work on behalf of different organizations, the inefficiency of 
propaganda and cultural activity towards the emigration (MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/442).
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1) Members of fascist, revanchist, military, or any other hostile organi-
zation, or any groups or organizations that display hostile activities 
towards Hungary or any Socialist countries;

2) People who have made or published propaganda material about 
Hungary or any other Socialist country, or who have made hostile 
statements about such countries;

3) People working for the Hungarian sections of Radio Free Europe, 
Voice of America, Deutsche Welle and the BBC;

4) People who have published articles in hostile émigré papers;
5) Former Hungarian aristocrats, plutocrats, landowners, the former 

leaders of repressive forces in the Horthy era, mercenary officers of 
the army, gendarmerie and police, who display hostile activities to-
wards Hungary;

6) Emigrated clerics who display hostile activities against Hungary;
7) People who illegally left the country before the Amnesty Decree of 

1963 and were suspected of committing crimes the amnesty did not 
cover.

People whose names were on the list of prohibition could not get an en-
try visa to Hungary.33

For almost a decade leading bodies of the Party did not deal with the 
question of emigration afterwards. This was partly owed to the ceasing of 
the international situation, and partly to the fact, that the first generation 
of the Hungarian emigrants had begun to grow old and be pushed into the 
background, and, the second and third generations of emigrants were not 
at all homogenous: neither in mastering their mother tongue nor in connec-
tion with their connections with the mother country. 

The report on the political work concerning Hungarian immigrants in 
western countries and the tasks of emigration policies was discussed at the 
2nd November, 1976 session of the Political Committee of the Central Com-
mittee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party. It was stated that the or-
ganizations commissioned with emigration policy had carried out the main 
tasks according to the 1961 and 1963 decrees of the Political Committee: 
they had supported the leftwing and progressive emigration; they did their 
best so that loyalty to Hungary should grow whereas hostility towards the 
country should diminish. They tried to improve relationships with the 
home country and to decrease right-wing influence within immigrants and 
to neutralize the imperialist demoralization tactics. The Political Commit-
tee decided that no essential changes were needed in the emigration poli-
cy but they suggested that more attention should be paid to the division of 
immigrants on the basis of social situation and occupation and the political 

33 The order came into force on 15th October, 1967.
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work should be differentiated according to that. Officials were urged to act 
against hostile activities on behalf of émigrés.34 After the Political Commit-
tee’s Decree of 2nd November, 1976 the work of the State Committee deal-
ing with the emigration was reorganized. Information and propaganda 
were improved and there were attempts to make connections with emi-
grant businessmen public who were playing important roles in the coun-
tries they had settled in. 

Officials in Hungary no longer urged emigrants to admit the aimless-
ness of their stay abroad and to return home but to be loyal citizens of the 
countries that had given them shelter and to support the interests and aims 
of Hungary.

Hungarian authorities wanted to make the second and third generations 
of emigrants more aware of Hungarian culture and language. At the same 
time they stated the principle: «The relationships between Hungary and the 
emigration can by no means open up possibilities to make hostile aims pop-
ular in Hungary and they cannot serve as a channel to help cooperation be-
tween right-wing émigré circles and Hungarian oppositional elements.»35

Thus political differentiation still remained a task both in emigration 
policy and in keeping up relationships with different groups and individu-
als of the Hungarian emigration.

The Political Committee decrees of 2nd November, 1976 and 21st June, 
1983 defined the frames of work the Home Office could carry out in the 
field of the Hungarian emigration.36 Experience the State Security had 
made in connection with hostile western emigration was discussed at the 
meeting of the State Security Deputy Ministers of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs on 9th October, 1984. It was decided that the main tasks for State 
Security Organizations were to process information, to infiltrate organisa-
tions, to obtain information and to take practical measures. Efforts had to 
be made to make politically neutral organizations loyal, to get slightly hos-
tile ones nearer and to compromise or do away with extremist groups. Ra-
dio Free Europe was the most influential and effective enemy of Hungary, 
so it advanced to the centre of activity.

Officials thought that the changes within the Hungarian emigration 
made changes in the work with émigré organizations necessary. Some of 
the organizations had gained importance so it was decided that closer ob-

34 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/704.
35 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/885: Report on the situation of the Hungarian emigration; 

suggestions concerning emigration policies. 
36 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/704: Political experience concerning the Hungarian emigration 

in capitalist countries; ideas on how to develop emigration policies; MNL OL M–KS 288, 
5/885: Report on the Situation of the Hungarian emigration; suggesting tasks for emigra-
tion policy.
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servation was needed whereas other organizations had lost importance and 
these were to be observed with less intensity, sometimes only with the pur-
pose of data collection. Active observation was necessary in the cases of Ra-
dio Free Europe, Association of the Friends of Hungarian Booklets, Associa-
tion of Hungarians in America, Central Union of Hungarian Organizations 
in Germany, and Central Union of Hungarian Organizations in Austria. 
The same referred to Hungarian people abroad who played an active role in 
the political, economic, cultural or religious life, and who were seeking or 
maintaining relationships with hostile-opposition circles in Hungary. The 
Hungarian Secondary School in Burg Kastl, the World Association of Scouts 
and periodicals such as ,Bécsi Napló’, ,Nemzetőr’ and ,Irodalmi Újság’ were 
observed only for reasons of data gathering.37 

It was stated that the Hungarian State Security Organizations were able 
to inform State and Party officials about the main political trends and per-
haps even about the intentions of the hostile émigré groups regarding the 
details the situation was not so positive. The State Security Organization 
had fairly good information about émigrés who lived in Austria and West-
ern Germany and about clerics as well. They did not have good information 
about émigrés in France; they also had very little and sometimes obsolete 
information about émigrés in the USA and they had practically no informa-
tion concerning émigrés in South America or Australia. At that time, a nine 
member subdivision of the Intelligence Service dealt systematically with 
the problem of emigration. Compared to the number of organizations they 
had to deal with this number of members was considered insufficient. 

Besides getting information, the main task of State Security Organiza-
tions was to take practical measures in the areas populated by émigrés. Ac-
cording to a report 10 to 15 such actions were carried out annually and they 
could be considered mainly successful. 

It was stated that the political tasks of the State Security Organizations 
concerning the emigration were mainly identical to their earlier tasks and 
they were aiming at three important areas:

1) Steps had to be taken to win over émigrés who were able to influence 
the Foreign Policy of the countries they had taken refuge in;
2) Connections between émigrés and the opposition inside Hungary 
had to be annihilated;
3) The influence and importance of Radio Free Europe had to be dimin-
ished.
The above mentioned objectives had to be realized through the tradi-

tional means of State Security work – building networks, employing agents, 

37 ÁBTL 1. 11. 1. 22. d.: Thoughts on the experience of state security work concerning hostile 
emigration in western countries and on further tasks, 27th September, 1984. 
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building in agents, and taking practical measures. The aim of the Hungari-
an State Security Organizations was to get near influential émigrés and or-
ganizations to obtain information about their aims, plans, and intentions. 
Moreover they should attempt to get information about ideas concerning 
Hungary in the countries the émigrés had taken refuge in and to influ-
ence them in favour of Hungary. They wanted to work their way into the 
western base of the internal opposition so as to find out about their politi-
cal plans aiming at «relaxing controls», their ideas, methods, and support-
ers and, if possible, to counterbalance these. They wanted to infiltrate the 
channels connecting the émigré organizations and the internal opposition 
so that they could chart the illegal network of connections between them. 
They hoped to control people entering and leaving the country and to dis-
turb, hinder or even stop them in case of emergency. Another goal was to 
defend their network positions at Radio Free Europe in order to find out 
the intentions, plans and broadcasting policies of the radio station in time.38 

The last time the Political Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Work-
ers’ Party dealt with the problem of emigration was among thoroughly 
changed situations in both foreign and home affairs on their session of 13th 
December, 1988.39 A revision of restrictive measures that hit certain mem-
bers of the emigration, like the list of prohibition, had started at that time. 
Political leaders thought that they needed to take further noble gestures in 
order to improve relationships with Hungarian émigrés, especially in the 
most important issues. One of these was assessing the events of 1956 – this 
being the most sensitive point of the relationships between the Hungarian 
State and the Hungarian émigrés. 

They considered that both the short-term and long-term interests of the 
country made it inevitable to improve the Hungarian-Hungarian relation-
ships. To achieve this they thought it necessary to relieve the relationships 
with Hungarians living abroad of the ideological and political burdens. 

The change in the attitude of Hungarian leaders towards the emigration 
was shown by the fact that the official standpoint changed: they considered 
Hungarians who lived abroad as members of the Hungarian nation and not 
as members of a national minority. They strived to express this in political 
terminology as well: from this time on they avoided the expression émigrés 
and used Hungarians living abroad instead.40

38 ÁBTL 1. 11. 1. 22. d. See also László Kasza: Mókusok az Angol-kertben. Budapest 2009.
39 MNL OL M–KS 288, 5/1046: Political Committee proposals about the situation of the 

Hungarian emigration, and the tasks of our emigration policies. 
40 About the relationship between Hungary and the Hungarian immigrants in Western 

countries at that time: Gyula Borbándi: Emigráció és Magyarország. Nyugati magyarok a 
változások éveiben 1985-1995. Basel/Budapest 1996.




